Super ACRONYM - Round 2
1. A defamation lawsuit filed in response to this song prompted a judge to use the phrase
"the parties are advised to chill" upon dismissing it. This song was performed as part of a
medley during the 2001 Eurovision Song Contest, which was held in its performer's native
(*) Denmark. The band that released this song followed it up with the single "Lollipop." The
aforementioned lawsuit over this 1997 song objected to its use of the phrase "blonde bimbo."
Another part of this song tells the listener that if they say "I'm always yours," they can both
“touch” and “play.” The title figure is told "let's go party" in, for 10 points, what song by Aqua?
ANSWER: Barbie Girl <Nelson>
2. This actor played the privileged Lev Shapiro, who shares his and Benji's apartment with
the title character of Frances Ha. That same year, he portrayed the president's telegraph
operator in Lincoln. This actor enlisted at Juilliard in 2004 after a mountain bike accident
led to his discharge from the (*) Marines. The title character of 2016's Paterson was played by
this man, who co-stars in 2016's Silence. This actor is best known for his role as a villain who
insists, "By the grace of your training, I will not be seduced" after receiving a warning from
Supreme Leader Snoke. For 10 points, name this portrayer of Kylo Ren.
ANSWER: Adam (Douglas) Driver <Vopava>
3. A graphic novel about this character inspired an accompanying album called Fear and
Bullets. Irish Shaw and Michael Korby have both taken the role of this character, who is
the best known creation of James O'Barr. Funboy and T-Bird are killed by this character,
the latter of whom raped and murdered his fiancee, (*) Shelly Webster, and left this character
to die, which he temporarily did. A film about this character spawned the sequel City of Angels
and was marred by an incident involving actor Michael Massee. The resurrected Eric Draven is
the alter ego of, for 10 points, what vengeful hero whose powers come from a certain bird?
ANSWER: The Crow (prompt on "Eric Draven" before mentioned) <Nelson>
4. From 2004 to 2006, nine competitions of this type were part of a tour sponsored by
McDonalds. Justin Gimelstob and Luis Lobo competed in the only contest of this type to
involve other participants. The first significant match of this type was a second-round
matchup when one of its participants was (*) 17 years old. That younger of the participants in
these matches has won 17 of their 28 occurrences. The most recent of these matches occurred in
the finals of the 2017 Australian Open, though it will not occur again until after one participant
gives birth. For 10 points, name these tennis matches that feature two opposing sisters.
ANSWER: Venus and Serena Williams playing against each other (accept reasonable
equivalents such as Venus vs. Serena or vice versa; accept Williams sisters instead of "Venus
and Serena"; prompt on answers mentioning "Venus and Serena" or simialr but do not mention
them playing each other) <Nelson>
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5. This woman won an Emmy for playing the title parent of an autistic teenager in the
weepie TV movie David's Mother. This actress called Leah Remini her "enemy" and a
"repulsive bigot" after the latter abandoned Scientology. On a late 90s sitcom, Kathy
Najimy and this actress played best friends trying to run the lingerie company (*)
Veronica's Closet. For six seasons, this former spokeswoman for Jenny Craig played a
superintendent who oversaw the management of a Boston bar after Diane Chambers jilted Sam
Malone. The short-lived series Fat Actress starred, for 10 points, what woman who played
Rebecca Howe on Cheers?
ANSWER: Kirstie (Louise) Alley <Vopava>
6. The 2016 action RPG The Technomancer is set in this location. This location is the setting
of multiple games featuring the character Alec Mason. The only portable game in the Zone
of the Enders series is titled for the "Fist of" this place. A ship that travels to this place in
Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare is named for a (*) geographical feature on it. The first episode of
id Software's first Commander Keen game is set in this place, which id revisited in a series that
began with the episode "Knee-Deep in the Dead." Red Faction takes place on, for 10 points,
what planet that is also the setting of portions of Doom and the racing game RTX Red Rock?
ANSWER: Mars <Nelson>
7. The central figure of this game gave the shoes he wore to a ball boy named Preston
Truman simply because Truman asked if he could have them. In 2013, trainer Tim Grover
claimed that the actions leading to this event were malicious, and cited the oddness of five
people delivering a pizza as evidence. The result of this game was effectively clinched
following a shocking missed (*) free throw by John Stockton, after which its central figure, who
had scored 38 points, collapsed into Scottie Pippen's arms. A hangover or food poisoning are
possible causes of, for 10 points, what 1997 basketball game in which an all-time great player
was seriously ill?
ANSWER: Michael Jordan's flu game (accept Game 5 of the 1997 NBA Finals) <Nelson>
8. After this couple is kicked out of their own home by Tully, a man obsessively phones in
to Sally Jessy Raphael trying to find the meeting place of "voodoo witch doctors." This
couple dances a tango in a grotto-like restaurant that ignites the floor and causes dozens of
champagne bottles to explosively uncork. Debbie, an (*) evil nanny who serves this married
couple, tells the wife that her black dress is "so tight!" and calls the husband "a ladykiller,"
prompting his reply, "acquitted!" The pet names "mon cher" [mohn "SHARE"] and "cara mia"
are used by, for 10 points, what husband and wife, the parents of Pugsley and Wednesday?
ANSWER: Gomez and Morticia Addams (accept answers in either order; prompt on partial
answers; prompt on just "Addams" or "(the) Addamses") <Vopava>
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9. Two former members of this group released the album Songs for Drella following the
death of their artistic mentor. A sprawling song by this band repeats how the singer is
"searching for" his "mainline" and that he "couldn't hit it sideways." The final song by
this band, "Last Night I Said Goodbye to My Friend," was written to memorialize former
member (*) Sterling Morrison. The lengthy "Sister Ray" appears on this band's album White
Light/White Heat, which was their follow up to an album that opens with "Sunday Morning." An
instruction to "peel slowly and see" appears on the first album cover of, for 10 points, what band
fronted by Lou Reed?
ANSWER: The Velvet Underground <Vitello>
10. One TV character with this occupation takes an axe to several vending machines on an
episode of Daria. This is the job of Steven Harper, who opts not to fire Harry Senate after
the latter fired a gun while at work in a David E. Kelley series. A man surnamed
Mangosuthu holds this position at a facility named for the (*) United Nations on The Critic.
On King of the Hill, Carl Moss holds this title at an institution named for Tom Landry. Another
man who holds this type of job deceitfully introduces the "steamed ham" and was revealed to be
an impostor born Armin Tamzarian. For 10 points, what name this job held by Seymour Skinner.
ANSWER: school principal (do not accept or prompt on "teacher"; prompt on things like “head
of the school”) <Nelson>
11. When this player returned from the DL in 2009 after taking a ground ball to the groin,
a teammate discreetly changed his walk-up music to the Nutcracker Suite. In 2015, this
player became the fourth person to hit for the cycle for a third time. This player hit an
MLB-leading 48 home runs in 2004, his last year as a (*) Dodger. This player's home run
swing often ends with him down on one knee. This player despises being touched on his head,
which Elvis Andrus frequently exploits. In one week in 2017, this player was ejected for moving
an on-deck circle and recorded his 3,000th hit. For 10 points, name this Rangers third baseman.
ANSWER: Adrián Beltré [BEL-tray] (or Adrián Beltré Pérez) <Nelson>
12. While doing research, the protagonist of this show sings a song from Yentl for a chess
prodigy who has just received an adult bris. One character on this show uses nail polish on
her own teeth and gets defensive when her roommate glimpses her blond hair underneath a
(*) frizzy black wig. After overhearing a conversation in which a man uses the phrase "womb
goof," a woman on this show takes a ketchup bottle from a hot dog stand and fakes a miscarriage
to taunt Cherry Bang. Ruth Wilder, a "homewrecker" who takes the name "Zoya the Destroya,"
is played by Alison Brie in, for 10 points, what Netflix series about women's pro wrestling?
ANSWER: GLOW <Vopava>
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13. In a film named for this word, Valentine Dussault models for a chewing gum ad the
same day she hits a German shepherd with her car. A clothing item of this color titles a
1948 Powell and Pressburger film. Other clothing of this color is consistently present in
Volver and other films by Pedro (*) Almodóvar. The title character of Alfred Hitchcock's
Marnie flees to a bathroom after spilling ink of this color, which is the color of Dave Bowman's
spacesuit 2001: A Space Odyssey. An Albert Lamorisse short film depicts a sentient balloon of
this color. Morgan Freeman's character in The Shawshank Redemption is nicknamed, for 10
points, what color of the little girl's coat in Schindler's List?
ANSWER: red (do not accept or prompt on "pink") <Vopava>
14. In a remix to MadeinTYO's "Skateboard P," this man asserts he's "at a level you can't
see at." He's not Kanye West, but this rapper claims to "have a bulletproof condom" on in
Drake's song "All Me." This man and singer-songwriter Jhené Aiko comprise the duo (*)
TWENTY88. This artist behind the Nicki Minaj collaboration "Dance (A$$)" ["ass"] suggested
that if you touch his mom or his girl "now you harder to find" in a track from his latest album.
Since he is only 5-foot-8, this rapper's stage name may be a reference to his penis. The 2017
track "Moves" is by, for 10 points, what rapper who bragged of counting "stacks" in his song
"Bounce Back"?
ANSWER: Big Sean (or Sean Michael Leonard Anderson) <Vitello>
15. The makers of this game lost the rights to its name in 1996, leading to an awful and
unrelated sequel subtitled "Extreme." This video game was the first to feature voiceovers
from Second City alum Tim Kitzrow. Certain dialogue in this game was inspired by Spike
Lee's She's Gotta Have It and Sly and the Family Stone's (*) "I Want to Take You Higher."
The developers of this game laughed at the inclusion of Mike Iuzzolino, as they had never heard
of him. This game added bench players in its 1994 "Tournament Edition.” Scoring three straight
times will make a player catch fire in, for 10 points, what Midway basketball game?
ANSWER: NBA Jam <Nelson>
16. The protagonist of this film plays the Wreckless Eric song "Whole Wide World" on a
recently purchased guitar. Tom Hulce plays an HR rep in this film who uses the phrase
"wibbly wobbly." The protagonist of this film presents a gift of baking flour and quips "I
brought you flours" to a baker he is both (*) investigating and in love with. Schizophrenia is
blamed for the experiences of this film's Harold Crick, whose fate may be sealed with the press
of a "period" key. Karen Eiffel decides not to kill her main character in, for 10 points, what 2006
film about an IRS agent played by Will Ferrell who hears an author narrating his life?
ANSWER: Stranger Than Fiction <Vopava>
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17. This man joined Har Mar Superstar on a 2012 American tour named after the fact that
their real last names are nearly identical. In one song, an audience can be heard laughing
as this artist laments, "They gave me a useless education / And a subprime loan / On a
craftsman home." (*) "Bored in the U.S.A." is by this artist, who left his most well-known band
less than a year after the release of Helplessness Blues, meaning the 2017 album Crack-Up does
not feature this singer-songwriter on drums. I Love You, Honeybear is a solo album by, for 10
points, what former member of Fleet Foxes who has a religious-sounding stage name?
ANSWER: Father John Misty or Josh Tillman (or Joshua Michael Tillman or J. Tillman;
accept either underlined portion] [Har Mar Superstar's given name is Sean Tillmann, and the tour
was called the Two Tillman(n)s Tour.] <Vopava>
18. In 2015 a South African businessman killed a man in this manner in an attempt to
prove he wasn't gay. According to a Weird Al song, Charles Nelson Reilly could do this
action to a person before they died. The fictional priest Mola Ram is likely best known for
taking this action. This action, whose central object is replaced with a stone when done in
the SNES version of (*) Mortal Kombat, is done to an Asian chef by Jim Carrey's character
during a dream sequence in Dumb and Dumber. A cult shouts "kali-ma!" while witnessing, for
10 points, what super cool type of killing someone in Indiana Jones in the Temple of Doom?
ANSWER: pulling out a person's heart (accept reasonable equivalents; accept answers that
affix things like "and showing it to you" as long as 'removing the heart' is mentioned in some
fashion) <Nelson>
19. In one appearance a man named Martin is beaten senseless after grabbing this
character by the neck. In the episode "The Distance," a man asks if the applesauce offered
to this character is poisoned. A third grade teacher named Mrs. Mueller inspired the
naming of this person, who is given the nickname "Lil' (*) Ass Kicker." A child who
threatened this character is told to "look at the flowers" before being shot in the head. After this
character's mother dies shortly after giving birth to her, that mother is shot by her son Carl. For
10 points, name this young child who is raised by Rick Grimes on The Walking Dead.
ANSWER: Judith Grimes (prompt on just "Grimes") <Vitello>
20. Linebacker Steve Nelson gave the game ball from the "Snowplow Game" to this school,
where Nelson played football in the 1970s. The Nickel Trophy is awarded to the winner of
this school's games against its northern rival. During its final season under coach Craig
Bohl, this school became the first since Marshall in 1996 to record a (*) 15-0 season. In
2016, this school notched a 23-21 upset win at 13th-ranked Iowa. Earlier that year, a quarterback
from this Division I ["one"] FCS school was drafted by the Philadelphia Eagles. The Bison is the
nickname of, for 10 points, what alma mater of Carson Wentz that plays in the Fargodome?
ANSWER: North Dakota State University (or NDSU; prompt on "Bison"; do not accept or
prompt on just "North Dakota") <Vitello>
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1. A 2014 Sports Illustrated cover deemed this team the "2017 World Series Champions." For 10
points each:
[10] Name this AL West team, who indeed became super good in 2017, winning 61 of its first 90
games. Its stars include 5-foot-6-inch infielder José Altuve [ahl-TOO-vay].
ANSWER: Houston Astros (accept either underlined portion)
[10] The SI cover featured this player, who has spent 2017 as the Astros' leadoff hitter. He hit
three leadoff home runs in his team's first seven games, which was an MLB first.
ANSWER: George Springer ( or George Chelston Springer III)
[10] The Astros' starting rotation includes this player, who threw a no-hitter for the team just
three weeks after being traded to them by the Brewers in 2015.
ANSWER: Mike Fiers ["fires"] (or Michael Bruce Fiers) <Nelson>
2. Mandy Harvey, a singer-songwriter who is completely deaf, benefited from the use of this
thing in June 2017. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this thing that, when used, gives a reality TV contestant a free pass to the live
performance rounds of a certain show.
ANSWER: golden buzzer (or very close equivalents)
[10] The golden buzzer may be used once a season by each judge on this competition series. That
panel of judges includes Simon Cowell and Howie Mandel.
ANSWER: America's Got Talent
[10] Another recipient of the golden buzzer was Grace VanderWaal, a 12-year-old singer who
also plays this musical instrument. She won America's Got Talent's 11th season in 2016.
ANSWER: ukulele (or uke) <Nelson>
3. An iconic commercial for this product was shot the same night that the U.S. launched
Operation Desert Storm. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this home exercise product which consists of a pair of loops that flex about a central
hinge as demonstrated in infomercials by Suzanne Somers.
ANSWER: ThighMaster
[10] Josh Reynolds, a co-creator of the ThighMaster, is also responsible for one version of this
1970s fad that made use of a thermochromic liquid trapped in a clear quartz to create a gem-like
appearance.
ANSWER: mood ring (prompt on "ring")
[10] Deanna Jones created this common companion of the modern ThighMaster, with which it
shares a similar name. Unlike the ThighMaster, this device's halves are pulled apart instead of
squeezed.
ANSWER: ButtMaster <Vitello>
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4. The 2017 documentary The Defiant Ones details the career of this man, including his
relationship with Dr. Dre. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this producer and founder of Interscope Records.
ANSWER: Jimmy Iovine
[10] Jimmy Iovine and Dr. Dre also co-created this company, which makes a line of
unbelievably expensive and overrated headphones. This company was later acquired by Apple.
ANSWER: Beats (or Beats by Dre)
[10] As head of Interscope, Iovine oversaw the signing of this rapper, who released the
inaccurately titled 2014 album The New Classic.
ANSWER: Iggy Azalea (or Amethyst Amelia Kelly; prompt on "Iggy") <Nelson>
5. Respect for this actor was revived in 1962 when he screened an anthology of his own films at
the Cannes Film Festival. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this silent movie star known for playing a likable, glasses-wearing go-getter in films
like Safety Last! and The Freshman, both of which showcased his daredevil-like stunt work.
ANSWER: Harold Lloyd (or Harold Clayton Lloyd)
[10] An oft-mimicked scene from Safety Last! sees Lloyd hanging over a busy street and
clinging precariously to one of these objects.
ANSWER: clock (accept answers referencing the hands of a clock)
[10] In 1928's Speedy, Lloyd plays a cab driver who gives a ride to this real-life athlete. In a
notorious 1948 fictionalization of this man's life, a little boy is cured of cancer by one of this
man's feats.
ANSWER: Babe Ruth (or George Herman Ruth; accept The Babe Ruth Story) <Vopava>
6. For 10 points each, name these actors who, as children, appeared on episodes of Are You
Afraid of the Dark?:
[10] This actor played a little boy who drowns in the terrifying episode "The Tale of the Dead
Man's Float" long before playing himself in This is the End and voicing Hiccup in the How to
Train Your Dragon films.
ANSWER: Jay Baruchel [BAA-roo-shell] (or Jonathan (Adam Saunders) Baruchel)
[10] "The Tale of Station 109.1" features this actor, who appeared from 1993 to 1994 on The
All-New Mickey Mouse Club and later played the jazz musician Sebastian Wilder.
ANSWER: Ryan Gosling (or Ryan Thomas Gosling)
[10] Ron Stoppable on Kim Possible and Eric Mathews on Boy Meets World were both played by
this actor, who sported a very 90s middle-parted-bowl-cut in the episode "The Tale of the Long
Ago Locket."
ANSWER: Will Friedle (or William (Alan) Friedle) <Vopava>
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7. For 10 points each, answer the following about video game designer David Cage:
[10] Cage's designs tend to have large, branching narratives, exemplified by this 2010 thriller
centered on the Origami Killer, who drowns victims during the title weather phenomenon.
ANSWER: Heavy Rain
[10] Cage's masterpiece may be this 2005 game about the possessed IT worker Lucas Kane. This
game's initial U.S. release cut several sex scenes to avoid an "AO" rating.
ANSWER: Indigo Prophecy (accept Fahrenheit)
[10] Much to Cage's surprise, this man agreed to an unsolicited request to compose music for
Cage's first game, Omikron: The Nomad Soul. This man made the soundtrack with frequent
collaborator Reeves Gabrels.
ANSWER: David Bowie (or David Robert Jones) <Nelson>
8. Following the 2016 election, some reviewers noted the striking resemblance between a real
estate developer in this novel and President-Elect Trump. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2004 novel, in which anti-Semitism in America grows under the presidency of
Charles Lindbergh.
ANSWER: The Plot Against America
[10] This author of The Plot Against America used a young version of himself as one of the
book's central characters. He won a Pulitzer Prize for his novel American Pastoral.
ANSWER: Philip Roth
[10] The Plot Against America bears strong similarities to this 1935 novel by Sinclair Lewis,
which also depicts FDR's defeat before World War II, and likewise saw an uptick in popularity
after the election.
ANSWER: It Can't Happen Here <Nelson>
9. According to this mascot's official bio, he attended Cat-Awba College. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this feline with a rhyming name and who wears double-zero for the Carolina
Panthers. This mascot is sometimes accompanied by a smaller version of himself called Mini
Meow.
ANSWER: Sir Purr (prompt on partial answers)
[10] In a 1996 game against this team, Sir Purr caused a touchback after mistakenly pouncing on
a live ball in the endzone. This team's coach, Bill Cowher, laughed off the incident after a ref
allegedly said that he wasn't "going to throw a flag on some stupid fucker in a cat suit."
ANSWER: Pittsburgh Steelers (accept either underlined portion)
[10] Sir Purr has a rivalry with this other feline mascot, whose team joined the league in the
same season as the Panthers.
ANSWER: Jaxson de Ville (prompt on partial answers; do not accept or prompt on "The
Jacksonville Jaguar" or "the Jaguars mascot" or similar) <Vitello>
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10. This command is given suddenly by a man introduced as Logan King, whose nose starts
bleeding after his photo is taken. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this direct command shouted at Chris Washington at a party.
ANSWER: Get out!
[10] In Get Out, Chris learns that Logan King is actually his kidnapped acquaintance Andre
Heyworth with the help of his friend Rod, who works as an officer with this organization.
ANSWER: TSA or Transportation Security Administration (accept TS motherfucking A)
[10] This man wrote and directed Get Out. This man's longtime comedy partner, Keegan
Michael Key, has a brief cameo as an NCAA basketball prospect.
ANSWER: Jordan Peele (or Jordan Haworth Peele) <Vopava>
11. This show was briefly revived in the 2010s with former host and VJ Matt Pinfield. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this landmark MTV series, which was a go-to for fans of alternative music. Its title
reflects the show's two-hour length.
ANSWER: 120 Minutes
[10] The 120 Minutes compilation album Never Mind the Mainstream opens with the Red Hot
Chili Peppers' manic cover of this Stevie Wonder song.
ANSWER: Higher Ground
[10] MTV also helped many alternative artists by featuring their videos with this two-word,
alliterative tag. Wikipedia claims that over 75% of artists who received this label eventually went
gold or better.
ANSWER: Buzz Bin <Nelson>
12. This officer in the Luftwaffe [LOOFT-vah-fuh] would often respond to the antics at his camp
by uttering phrases like "I know nothing!" and "I see nothing!" For 10 points each:
[10] Name this character played by John Banner, a bumbling underling of Colonel Klink.
ANSWER: (Sergeant) Hans Schultz
[10] Sergeant Schultz was a recurring character on this 1960s sitcom that primarily took place in
a German POW camp during World War II.
ANSWER: Hogan's Heroes
[10] On the Hogan's Heroes episode "War Takes a Holiday," it's revealed that prior to the war,
Sergeant Schultz worked for a company named Schatze [shot-zuh], which manufactured these
things.
ANSWER: toys (accept clear-knowledge equivalents like playthings) <Vitello>
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13. With a current seating capacity of nearly 100,000, this stadium is considered Europe's
largest. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this football stadium in Eastern Spain, whose stands prominently display the phrase
"Més que un club" [MAYS kay oon CLOOB], the motto of its home soccer team.
ANSWER: Camp Nou [kahm "NOW"]
[10] Camp Nou is the home of this Catalonian La Liga [lah LEE-guh] squad whose manager
Ernesto Valverde [AIR-ness-TOH val-VAIR-day] succeeded Luis Enrique [loo-EESS
en-REE-kay] in 2017.
ANSWER: FC Barcelona (accept Futbol Club Barcelona; prompt on "Barça")
[10] During the 2014 World Cup, Barcelona player Luis Suárez [loo-EESS SWAH-rez] bit this
Italian footballer on the shoulder. This center-back for Juventus [yoo-VENT-us] has been named
Serie A Defender of the Year three times since 2008.
ANSWER: Giorgio Chiellini [JOR-jee-oh kee-uh-LEE-nee] <Vitello>
14. Craig Fugate used this metric when evaluating the impact of the tornado that hit Joplin,
Missouri, in 2011. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this metric informally used by FEMA that measures a disaster's severity based on how
it affects a certain restaurant chain's business. In 2016 this metric was set to red because of
Hurricane Matthew.
ANSWER: Waffle House Index (prompt on partial answers)
[10] In this song by The Bloodhound Gang, the singer expresses how he wants you "smothered"
and "covered" like his "Waffle House hash browns," before conceding that "you and me baby
ain't nothin' but mammals."
ANSWER: The Bad Touch
[10] Bert Thornton lends his name to this Waffle House dish whose recipe he invented. USDA
Choice hamburger and Jimmy Dean sausage are among its ingredients.
ANSWER: Bert's Chili <Vitello>
15. The band behind the inescapable 2014 hit "Rude" has this symbol at the end of their name.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this punctuation mark that also appears in the name of the band behind "Wake Me Up
Before You Go-Go."
ANSWER: exclamation point (or exclamation mark) ["Rude" is by MAGIC!, and "Wake Me
Up Before You Go-Go" is by Wham!.]
[10] 2017's Shake the Shudder is the seventh studio album by a dance-punk band whose name
consists solely of three exclamation points. Give the correct pronunciation of that band's name.
ANSWER: chick chick chick (accept answers that provide a more clipped version like chk chk
chk, but answers must be very close to the sound "chick")
[10] This Canadian post-rock group also has an oddly placed punctuation mark in its name. Its
EP "Slow Riot for New Zero Kanada" includes the song "Moya."
ANSWER: Godspeed You! Black Emperor <Vopava>
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16. Among the great things extolled in this song are Wal-Mart, The Gap, valium, and slavery.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song from a 2004 film, whose chorus firmly instructs the listener to "lick my butt
and suck on my balls" before repeating the title phrase.
ANSWER: America, Fuck Yeah
[10] Both "America, Fuck Yeah" and its slower, sadder "Bummer Mix" appear in this film.
ANSWER: Team America: World Police
[10] Among the other American things to elicit a confused response during "America, Fuck
Yeah" is this store, whose coffee mugs are in a bizarre void according to a gag on Family Guy.
ANSWER: Bed Bath & Beyond <Nelson>
17. For 10 points each, answer the following about the incredibly suspicious officiating in Game
6 of the 2002 Western Conference Finals:
[10] The officiating came at the expense of this team, who had the best record in the NBA that
season thanks to star players like Peja Stojakovic and Vlade Divac [VLAH-ee DEE-vahch].
ANSWER: Sacramento Kings (accept either underlined portion)
[10] Michael Wilbon wrote that during the game, Kobe Bryant blatantly elbowed this excellent
Kings point guard but did not receive a foul call. This Arizona alum later spent several years
with the Hawks.
ANSWER: Mike Bibby
[10] Numerous Kings dubiously found themselves in foul trouble; both Divac and this center,
who often sported unusual hair and appeared on Survivor in 2016, fouled out in the game.
ANSWER: Scot Pollard <Nelson>
18. At the end of this film, three Coca-Cola-loving aliens are granted U.S. citizenship for saving
Eric Cruise's life. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this blatant 1988 E.T. ripoff infamous for its nonstop use of gratuitous product
placement.
ANSWER: Mac and Me
[10] The likely only halfway decent thing about Mac and Me is its score, which was done by this
composer known for his work with Robert Zemeckis on Forrest Gump and the Back to the
Future franchise.
ANSWER: Alan (Anthony) Silvestri
[10] In interviews with Conan O'Brien, this actor has frequently claimed to be introducing a clip
from a movie he's promoting, only to instead show a scene from Mac and Me where the helpless,
wheelchair-bound protagonist careens off a cliff.
ANSWER: Paul Rudd (or Paul Steven Rudd) <Vopava>
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19. This song’s chorus asks the eternally vexing question "Haven't you people ever heard of
closing a goddamn door?" For 10 points each:
[10] Name this track set at a "beautiful wedding," a 2006 single by Panic at the Disco.
ANSWER: I Write Sins Not Tragedies
[10] The music video for "I Write Sins Not Tragedies" won the Video of the Year award at the
2006 VMAs, beating out this hit in which Wyclef Jean exclaims "Hey girl, I can see your body
moving."
ANSWER: Hips Don't Lie
[10] Despite winning Video of the Year, "I Write Sins Not Tragedies" lost the VMA for Best
Group Video to this song, which describes what you should do "when all you've got to keep is
strong."
ANSWER: Move Along [by the All-American Rejects] <Vitello>
20. This character claims to have read an Archie comic for the Torah portion of his bar mitzvah,
and almost invariably introduces himself with the phrase, "Charmed, I'm sure." For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this turtleneck-wearing New Yorker, the best friend of George St. Geegland on The
Oh, Hello Show.
ANSWER: Gil Faizon [fye-ZAHN] (accept Gil Cosby; accept either underlined portion)
[10] Gil Faizon is played by this comedian, who had a recurring role as the radio host "The
Douche" on Parks and Recreation. His self-titled Comedy Central series ended in 2015.
ANSWER: Nick Kroll (or Nicholas Kroll; accept Kroll Show)
[10] One of Nick Kroll's earliest TV roles was as a lazy metrosexual in this ill-advised ABC
comedy based on a series of insurance commercials.
ANSWER: Cavemen <Vopava>

